
FACILITATING THE PATH
FROM ASPIRATION TO INNOVATION

JEFFER
LONDON

PARTNERING 
with you to build the human side
of your strategy.

FACILITATING
the process of people establishing
a shared vision of the future. 

STIMUL ATING
conversations that bring engagement,  
motivation &  innovation.



E VENT MODER ATOR

Jeffer London is a conversation starter. He helps groups to stimulate ideas and build futures. Are you looking 
for a host who works worldwide to animate strategic meetings? (boards, top teams, leadership summits, 
retreats) or for interactive events for very large audiences? (community building, dialogue, networking, 
away days, inclusive sharing, crowd sourcing, teambuilding.) 

ENGAGEMENT MAKER
Jeffer works at the heart of an organization – its people. He has been instrumental in leading teams, coaching 
executives, and setting up systems that make positive change happen through people-intense events. 
From the lunchroom to the boardroom, Jeffer facilitates dialogue to align strategies, explore opportunities, 
and build engagement. The trademark of Jeffer’s involvement is meaning, momentum & memories. 

ORGANIZ ATIONAL FACILITATOR
Jeffer builds connections in a systemic approach that brings people together. If you want to develop people 
or align an organization, Jeffer is your man. He is the go-to person for executives seeking advice on the 
human element of strategies and plans. Whether you need to unite communities, build synergy, or create 
engagement, Jeffer is your natural partner.

PUBLIC SPE AKER
Jeffer gets the vote for best conference event. Participants love the interactivity, relevance, and sense-
making. His track record with Deloitte, the Center for Creative Leadership (CCL), Meeting Planners 
International (MPI), and the International Association of Facilitators (IAF), combined with his heritage in 
design, offers audiences a mix of art and business.

TE AM BUILDER 
Raised in America, Jeffer had lived in Japan, Spain, and Italy before settling in Belgium in 1995. He has led 
projects in most major European capitals as well as in Asia and the United States. Wherever your people are 
coming from, we can bring them into conversation. 

Make a “Dialogue Experiment” that 
brings your people into discussion; 
and adds your insights to those 
of hundreds of other experiences 
shared in Jeffer London’s research 
project Stimulating Conversation: 
How To Get People Talking.
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